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Abstract

Purpose – Professional quantity surveying (QS) services are critical to successful delivery of construction projects within planned budget, quality and duration. The supply of QS professional services is largely dependent on the price level of services and the willingness of clients to pay. The pricing of professional QS consultancy services has been confronted with a myriad of pricing challenges due to rapid changes in the business environment; the pervasive influence of information technology; and the complexity of clients’ expectation. It is therefore necessary for QS consultancy firms to develop strategic competences for the pricing of their services. In addition, numerous studies have not given the pricing the pricing of professional services the requisite attention. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the strategic competences for pricing QS professional services.

Design/methodology/approach – The study was positioned within the positivist tradition. As a result, the quantitative approach was adopted using a survey questionnaire to collect data from QS consultants. The sample size of the study was 79 professional quantity surveyors chosen by using simple random sampling technique from a population of 372 registered professional QS of the Ghana Institution of Surveyors. Using the $\chi^2$ test and factor analysis, the study established relationship between strategic competences and pricing of QS services.

Findings – The study found that strategic competences for pricing QS professional services is significantly related to the managerial and professional competence of QS consultants. The strategic competences of QS consultants identified by this study include business management, services cost management; and production capabilities.

Practical implications – This study provides an empirical basis for QS consultancy firms to focus on strategic direction of their contractual arrangement with clients. Practically, resource configuration and on strategic competences for professional service pricing would create price leadership.

Originality/value – The study advances the pricing knowledge within the QS practice by demonstrating the nexus between strategic competences and the pricing of QS professional services which hitherto this study have not been effectively investigated.
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Introduction

Strategic competence is a combination of organizational and individual abilities to undertake various tasks within the constraints of their organizations (Sparrow and Hodgkinson, 2006). In this paper, strategic pricing competences refer to those abilities that organizations and professionals must develop to accurately estimate the price of their services or products. Two strands of strategy exist: professional/technical competence and business competence (Kubr, 2002). Construction professional services firms require both
technical competence and managerial competence in order to provide to meet clients’ expectations (Nalewaik, 2012). However, the management philosophy of construction firms focused on project planning, execution (Bakar et al., 2011; Yisa and Edwards, 2002) at the detriment of business strategy and pricing which have received less attention (Nagle et al., 2016). Improving the strategic competences of pricing construction professional services drives competitiveness and profitability of construction professional services providers such as (QS) firms (Meehan et al., 2012; Hjorth and Roström, 2012). Additionally, Sporrong (2011) highlighted the importance of soft competences in managing client-consultant relationship in construction professional services delivery.

Despite the importance of generating for raising revenue and profitability for business organizations, construction professional services pricing studies are scarce compared to mainstream management studies focusing on pricing (Calabrese and De Francesco, 2014; Ostrom et al., 2010). In addition, product pricing is largely perceived to be equivalent to services pricing contributing to the dearth of studies on professional services pricing (Doctors et al., 2004). The unique characteristics of services such as intangibility, heterogeneity, and perishability (Lehtinen and Järvinen, 2015) make their pricing distinctly different task as compared to physical products. Construction consultancy firms including QS firms have been criticized for pricing inefficiencies (Ehrhardt and Nippa, 2005). These corporate inefficiencies in pricing construction professional services have been linked to inadequate emphasis on strategic pricing competences development (Ernst and Kieser, 2005).

Meehan et al. (2012) established a relationship between pricing competences and improved financial performance in business organizations. In this vein, pricing competence development in QS firms requires provision of adequate resources to address the strategic pricing competences of professionals (Lee and Lee, 2015; Kallay, 2012). Developing the pricing competences of professionals provide the expertise for meeting revenue targets and profitability (Intagliata et al., 2000; Chappelow, 1998). Also, pricing competence drives organizational learning, performance and differentiation of services in QS professional service firms (Aly, 2016; Chen, 2012). Organizational learning encompasses inquiry, reflectiveness and evaluation of models to establish entrenched practices in organizations (Hodgson, 1998). The competence of professionals in construction consultancy firms has a positive impact the pricing of its services through a supportive network of synergy and teamwork among top management and employees of professional services firms.

The aim of this study is to investigate strategic pricing competences for QS consultancy services. In this light, the first objective was to identify the key variables for developing strategic competences of the consultant QS. The second objective was to establish the relationship between the two main strands of strategic competence for pricing QS services: managerial and technical pricing of professional QS consultancy services.

**Theoretical background and hypotheses**

Competence, evolutionary and capability theories have merged into competence-based theory (Hodgson, 1998) to highlight individual and team competences within the domains of skills and tacit knowledge advocated by noted scholars like Adam Smith and Karl Marx (Hodgson, 1998). Other proponents of competence-based theory included Nelson and Winter (1982) emphasizing industrial competition and development, of which professional services sector was not a primary focus. Core competence is a mechanism for developing strategic growth alternatives through problem solving to create the desired environment (Lei et al., 1996). Prahalad and Hamel (1990) provided insight on core competences in strategic management studies. Other scholarly investigations focusing on core competences include methodology of identification (Lewis, 2003); and core competences for company financial

Strategic management theories encapsulate core competence development in business organizations. Advances in competence-based theories have been largely been credited to resource-based views in strategic management studies (Barney, 1991) of resource combination was the main approach in advancing competence theories (Rugman and Verbeke, 2002). Prahalad and Hamel (1990) identify three critical perspectives of core competences namely, access to wide and varied market; the end product or service contributing to the benefit of clients; and the difficulty of duplicating the core competences.

Competences are human characteristics for effective professional performance. Some of these human characteristics include knowledge, skills and special attributes for success in a particular endeavor. For instance, management competence model comprised of personal values and self-image; ability, knowledge and expertise; people management; and leadership (Silva et al., 2014). Anderson et al. (2008) identified nine main competences comprising relational, impartial, technical, creative, directive, tenacious, empowering, influential and strategic. Furthermore, competences are categorized as task-related, people-related, and self-related competences (Analoui et al., 2000). The pricing of construction consultancy services is task-related (Nikumbh and Pimplikar, 2014). To this study, task-related competences are key to the pricing of QS consultancy services in the construction industry. According to Vaculik et al. (2014) task-related competences underpin effective professional performance. Task-related competences drive formulation of strategic objectives; forecasting, planning and organization of tasks. It is worthy to note that pricing requires the formulation of strategic pricing objectives; and forecasting of the desirable price levels. However, it is also important to acknowledge that people-related competences are critical to effective pricing of construction QS consultancy services. Therefore, the selection and development of professional competences is fundamental to effective and strategic pricing of construction consultancy services (Brant et al., 2008).

Competences for construction project delivery

Competence is significant to successful construction project delivery. Thus, previous studies focused on competence models (Chong, 2008; Patanakul and Milosevic, 2008; Harison and Boonstra, 2009). Similarly, Vaculik et al. (2014) suggested the tailoring of specific competence models to tasks. The quest for using competence in organizational development and performance led to numerous studies in the construction industry. Notable studies focusing on competence in the construction industry include Dullaimi and Langford (1999), Dainty et al. (2004, 2005), Skipper and Lansford (2006). The aforementioned studies focused on the development of appropriate competence framework to advance the professional performance and goals (Cheng et al., 2005). In an attempt to develop the competence of professionals within the construction sector, some critical factors are necessary for consideration. These critical factors include the formulation of detailed job description; development and implementation of staff training programs; enabling working environment; and effective manpower planning and staffing (Dainty et al., 2004, 2003; Gibb, 2003).

A insight into the nature of construction consultancy services pricing requires competences that can be deployed within project duration (Chisnall, 1982). This phenomenon of pricing QS services within project duration has made construction consultancy services pricing time-sensitive as compared to manufactured goods or other services. Likewise, pricing construction consultancy services both time and material-related. In this regard, professional QS consultants the price of their services based on the time and the materials used to provide services to clients
In this direction, the amount of time spent in providing services to clients is fundamental to successful pricing of QS consultancy services. However, adopting time-based pricing strategy for QS consultancy services has some inherent risks. To mitigate the shortcomings of time-related pricing, construction consultants adopt fixed pricing strategy which requires competences for good financial control system; and accurate project information (Selfano et al., 2014). The availability of good financial control systems and a collection of accurate project information are fundamental to accurate forecasting of prices for consultancy services (The World Bank, 2002). Additionally, competences for producing timely project reports is one of the hallmarks for effective pricing of construction consultancy services (International Finance Corporation, 2007), as it is one of the justifications of prices set for services. Control systems for pricing compare the actual cost of undertaking tasks to milestones attained in the delivery of the project targets (Flyvbjerg et al., 2003). However, construction consultants such as quantity surveyors, architects and engineers have encountered problems with the control of cost in their effort to price their services provided to clients (Haider, 2009).

**Consultancy services pricing**

The price of professional services is one of the criteria for selection of professional services firms. The pricing of professional services is therefore linked to the procurement of construction consultancy contract (Sporrong, 2011). Thus it would suffice to assert that construction consultancy services pricing competences are required during consultation process. Consultancy services pricing is a major medium for setting specific price for anticipated services to be supplied to clients (Meissner and Strauss, 2010). In competitive-based pricing, it is necessary to demonstrate input efficiency to the client (Hamilton, 2008) to address the expectations of the consultant and the client (Dwyer and Tanner, 2006). Competitive pricing of construction professional services is complicated and leads to the adoption of cost-based strategies by some professionals like quantity surveyors. Cost-based strategies of pricing professional services has challenges; and not useful because of the numerous of cost components involved (Reguant, 2011). Similarly, it does not provide for precise setting of prices for consultancy services (McAfee, 2008). Consultants often address pricing challenges through overheads to cater for costing inaccuracies. The pricing of consultancy contract focuses on technical, financial capacity; reputation, experiences from previous works undertaken; the ability to deliver services within specified duration; and business development (Perreault and McCarthy, 2002).

From the above, it is clear that the competences for construction QS services pricing is dependent on key factors the identified by Perreault and McCarthy (2002). It is important QS consultants develop their organizations and human resources in their organizations to meet the requirements of these competences for pricing consultant QS services. The above review has revealed key competences for pricing QS consultancy services. Among these competences are financial control system, record of past costs (cost history of projects), cost forecast and timely delivery of deliverables. Therefore, upon a careful reflection on the above review and deliberations, it is appropriate to hypothesize that:

H1. The s managerial competences for pricing QS consultancy services would not require the following: (a) time taken to solve the problem, (b) materials used on the project, (c) good financial control system, (d) record of past project costs, (e) accurate forecast of future cost, and (f) production of timely reports.

Similarly, the above discussion has demonstrated the variables for developing competences for pricing construction consultancy services tenders depends on the capacities of the consultant. These capacities in no doubt affect the probability of winning a successful bid to
deliver the services sought by the client from the consultant. Hence it is necessary to place a high premium on the competences for finance, technical, previous experience, duration management; and profit and overhead build-up. Equally, it is important to develop the competences for pricing QS consultancy services tenders. The ability of the consultant QS organization to price tenders provides the opportunity to secure consultancy services projects upon which they tend to price their services. Hence it is appropriate to hypothesize that:

\[ H2. \] The pricing of QS consultancy services is not dependent on the effective development of quantity surveyors professional competences in the following: (a) financial capacity, (b) technical capacity, (c) experience from previous works undertaken, (d) the capacity to deliver services within specified duration, (e) professional reputation, (f) business development, and (g) profit and overhead build-up.

In order to provide the meanings of the independent variables in \( H1 \) and \( H2 \) (Table I).

**Research methodology**

This study adopted the quantitative research approach to enable the collection of data suitable for testing of hypotheses formulated in order to draw significant conclusions regarding the pricing competences of professional quantity surveyors. The target population was 372 registered members of the QS Division of the Ghana Institution of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Time taken to solve a problem</td>
<td>This is the amount of time used in dealing with organizational problems in the routine management of the firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Materials used on the project</td>
<td>These are actual materials used in solving clients’ problems. These include stationery items among others for administrative purposes of the consulting contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Good financial control</td>
<td>A system of financial management comprising of effective planning and budgeting, reporting, communication, bookkeeping including appropriate staffing for control in business organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Record of past project costs</td>
<td>This is a historical database comprising of the actual financial expenses of previous projects undertaken for clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Accurate forecast of future cost</td>
<td>Determining the exact cost of services for a potential consultancy assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Production of timely reports</td>
<td>Preparation and delivery of administrative reports within the organizational structure and onward transmittal to the client as schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Financial capacity</td>
<td>The ability of the construction consultancy firm to manage its financial assets in order to meet all financial requirements for providing services to clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Technical capacity</td>
<td>The ability to provide services that meet the professional requirements of the consultancy engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Firm’s experience</td>
<td>Skills and knowledge created in the firm as a result of previous services provided to clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Duration to render the service</td>
<td>The time within which the consultancy firm is expected to provide all services to the client as in the consultancy contract of engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Firm’s reputation</td>
<td>The intangible characteristics that attract good staff, clients to offer clients; and shareholders to invest in a corporate organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Business development</td>
<td>Positioning the organization for growth and potential consulting opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Overhead and profit</td>
<td>Overhead is administrative expenses incurred in managing the consultancy firm including indirect expenses incurred during the services provision to clients. Profits are the financial rewards for providing technical and advisory services to the client</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I.** Variable definition
Surveyors (GhIS). The sample size of 79 was determined using the Kish (1965) formula as used by Adesi (2014), Bolstein and Crow (2008). The simple random sampling technique was used to select 79 respondents from the target population of the study. The choice of the simple random sampling technique for this study was based on the availability of the roll of registered members of the QS division of the GhIS. Another requirement was to number the members on the register obtained from the GhIS serially from 1 to 79. Further to this, it is important to adhere to the requirements of simple random sampling. Two key requirements of simple random selection are the generating random number table; and entering the rows and columns of table at random. This was achieved by using the serial number, VL7745452 of an identity card generated randomly. The last two digits, 52 were choosing to represent row and column number. Using the coin, which consist of a “head” and a “tail,” 5 was designated as a “head” which represent column while 2 was designated as a “tail” on the coin, thus representing a row. With this rule established, the coin was thrown and a tail showed, this implies that 2 became the second column and 5, the fifth row on the random number table. Column 2 and row 5 were used to obtain the first random which was 3,114. Since the survey population was 372, only two digit random numbers were selected.

The random number 3,114 was separated into two hence the new numbers were 31 and 14. In this case the potential participant serially numbered 31 in the register was first selected by moving from right to left. The moving downwards in column two, the next random number was 2463, again from right to left, 24 was select from the register comprising of 372. It should be noted that participants numbered 14 and 63 on the register were not selected because the total population was 372. Emphasis was also on two digits random numbers because the sample size was 79 which was a two digit number. The selection process continued until all the 79 respondents were selected. Random numbers selected by this process which were beyond or more than 79 were ignored.

The survey questionnaires were developed using the variables derived from the hypotheses formulated based on the theoretical and conceptual review. Appropriate instructions were provided to guide respondents to answer the questions. The questions were closed-ended devoid of technical terms with responses measured using Likert scale. The variables were measured using a five-point Likert scale comprising of: 1 = not significant 2 = less significant 3 = moderately significant 4 = significant 5 = very significant. The hypotheses of the study were formulated based on the review and synthesis of existing competence-based theories and literature on project delivery competences; and consultancy services pricing. The review and synthesis of relevant literature helps in identifying variables for hypotheses formulation (Uddin and Arafat, 2016). Similarly, the literature review and synthesis for hypotheses development was clearly demonstrated in the work of Bolton and Alba (2006) on price fairness. In all, 110 questionnaires were administered to respondents to achieve the requisite sample size of 79. In all 79 questionnaires were recovered which gave a response rate of 72 percent. SPSS was used to derive the $\chi^2$ test ($\chi^2$) to test the hypotheses formulated. The $\chi^2$ cal was compared with $\chi^2$ value ($\chi^2$α) obtained from the distribution table. In drawing conclusion regarding the hypotheses of the study, where $\chi^2$ cal $>$ $\chi^2$α at a particular $p$-value, the null hypothesis postulated was rejected at a significance of a given $p$-value generated by the SPSS for a variable. Variables with a $p$-value less than 0.5 were considered significant. Finally, the factor analysis was used to reduce, summarize and classify the data to identify inherent common factors of variables (Williams et al., 2012). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin and Bartlett’s test was above 0.5 indicating the adequacy of the data for factor analysis. Three main components were extracted for analysis were business management with 45.587 percent variance; service cost management, 9.41 percent of the total variance not explained by component 1 while component three, service production capabilities had 8.673 percent not explained by component 1 and 2, respectively.
Analysis of results

This section of the paper discusses the results of the hypotheses testing. The two hypotheses were generated using theoretical framework focusing on: time taken to solve the problem; materials used on the project; good financial control system; record of past project costs; accurate forecast of future cost; and production of timely reports; financial capacity; technical capacity; firm’s experience; duration to render the service; firm’s reputation; business development; and overhead and profit.

Hypothesis 1

H1. The managerial competences for pricing QS consultancy services would not require the following: (a) time taken to solve the problem, (b) materials used on the project, (c) good financial control system, (d) record of past project costs, (e) accurate forecast of future cost, and (f) production of timely reports.

H0. The managerial competences for pricing QS consultancy services would require the following: (a) time taken to solve the problem, (b) materials used on the project, (c) good financial control system, (d) record of past project costs, (e) accurate forecast of future cost, and (f) production of timely reports.

The result of the $\chi^2$ test for $H1$ above is shown in Table I. It clearly established a relationship between the pricing of professional QS consultancy services and strategic managerial competences for time taken to solve the problem ($\chi^2_{cal} = 62.722, \chi^2_{a} = 12.838, df = 3, p < 0.01$); materials used on the project ($\chi^2_{cal} = 34.468, \chi^2_{a} = 12.838, df = 3, p < 0.01$); good financial control system ($\chi^2_{cal} = 17.456, \chi^2_{a} = 12.838, df = 3, p = 0.01$); record of past project costs ($\chi^2_{cal} = 50.177, \chi^2_{a} = 14.860, df = 4, p < 0.01$); accurate forecast of future cost ($\chi^2_{cal} = 55.873, \chi^2_{a} = 14.860, df = 4, p < 0.01$); and production of timely reports ($\chi^2_{cal} = 43.722, \chi^2_{a} = 14.860, df = 4, p < 0.01$). Since $\chi^2_{cal} > \chi^2_{a}$ at $p < 0.05$, hence reject the null hypothesis $H_0$ at a significance level of 0.05. This implies that a significant statistical evidence exist to suggest that pricing QS consultancy services is dependent on strategic managerial competences. Therefore, managerial competences required for pricing QS consultancy services include time taken to solve the problem; materials used on the project; good financial control system; keeping record of past project cost; accurate forecast of future cost; and production of timely reports.

Hypothesis 2

H2. The pricing of QS consultancy services is not dependent on the effective development of quantity surveyors professional competences in the following: (a) financial capacity, (b) technical capacity, (c) experience from previous works undertaken, (d) the capacity to deliver services within specified duration, (e) professional reputation, (f) business development, and (g) profit and overhead build-up.

H0. The pricing of QS consultancy services is dependent on the effective development of quantity surveyors professional competences in the following: (a) financial capacity, (b) technical capacity, (c) experience from previous works undertaken, (d) the capacity to deliver services within specified duration, (e) professional reputation, (f) business development, and (g) profit and overhead build-up.

The result of $\chi^2$ test for $H2$ above is demonstrated in Table II. The results indicate that a significant relationship exist between the dependent variable of developing a strategic pricing mechanism for QS consultancy services and the independent variable: core professional competences comprising of financial capacity ($\chi^2 = 44.734, df = 4, p < 0.01$, $\chi^2_{a} = 14.860$); technical capacity ($\chi^2 = 69.165, df = 4, p < 0.01$, $\chi^2_{a} = 14.860$); firm’s experience...
(χ² = 69.671, df = 4, p < 0.01, $\chi^2_\alpha = 14.860$); duration to render the service (χ² = 52.456, df = 4, p < 0.01, $\chi^2_\alpha = 14.860$); firm’s reputation (χ² = 59.692, df = 4, p < 0.01, $\chi^2_\alpha = 14.860$); business development (χ² = 12.595, df = 3, p = 0.06, $\chi^2_\alpha = 12.838$); and profit and overhead (χ² = 41.443, df = 4, p < 0.01, $\chi^2_\alpha = 14.860$). Since $\chi^2_{cal} < \chi^2_\alpha$ and the p > 0.05, hence reject the null hypothesis, H₀ at a significance level of 0.05 except to the variable business development. This means that enough evidence exist statistically to suggest that the developing strategic pricing mechanisms depend on core professional competences. These core professional competences include financial capacity; technical capacity; experience from previous works undertaken; the capacity to deliver services within specified duration; professional reputation; and profit and overhead build-up.

**Discussion and findings**

The components in Table III represented the common factors of the variables for strategic pricing competences for professional QS consultancy services. There were three main factors, namely: component 1: business management; component 2: service cost management; and component 3: services production capabilities.

**Business management**

Management competences are behaviors, attitudes and skills required to perform the tasks or responsibility of a particular position in an organization. Business management competences are important to professional QS services consultants. Largely, the art of managing business does not form an integral part of the curriculum of institutions focusing on built environment education. Additionally, many professional bodies do not focus on the business management aspect of their profession as compared to professional competences. This is due to the fact that the curriculum of educational institutions and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>$\chi^2_{cal}$</th>
<th>$\chi^2_\alpha$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Time taken to solve the problem</td>
<td>62.722</td>
<td>12.838</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Materials used on the project</td>
<td>34.468</td>
<td>12.838</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Good financial control system</td>
<td>17.456</td>
<td>12.838</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Record of past project costs</td>
<td>50.177</td>
<td>14.860</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Accurate forecast of future cost</td>
<td>55.873</td>
<td>14.860</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Production of timely reports</td>
<td>43.722</td>
<td>14.860</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** 0 cells (0.0 percent) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 19.8; 0 cells (0.0 percent) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 15.8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>$\chi^2_{cal}$</th>
<th>$\chi^2_\alpha$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Financial capacity</td>
<td>44.734</td>
<td>14.860</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Technical capacity</td>
<td>69.165</td>
<td>14.860</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Firm’s experience</td>
<td>69.671</td>
<td>14.860</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Duration to render the service</td>
<td>52.456</td>
<td>14.860</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Firm’s reputation</td>
<td>59.692</td>
<td>14.860</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Business development</td>
<td>12.595</td>
<td>12.838</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Overhead and profit</td>
<td>41.443</td>
<td>14.860</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Reject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** 0 cells (0.0 percent) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 15.8; 0 cells (0.0 percent) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 15.6; 0 cells (0.0 percent) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 19.8
professional bodies for engineers, surveyors including quantity surveyors is highly technical thus, neglecting the strategic competences for managing professional service firms (Russell et al., 2007). However, the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors recognized the need to develop business management competences of QS professionals (RICS, 2016). Despite business management competence was mentioned in Cunningham (2014), much emphasis was placed on technical and mainstream project management skills and roles. This clearly demonstrates the neglect of the business management competences by mainstream studies focusing on QS practice. This study identified business management competences which are strategic to the pricing of QS professional. The key variables identified include firms experience (factor loading = 0.648); duration to render service (factor loading = 0.709); business development (factor loading = 0.881); and firm’s reputation (factor loading = 0.580).

The previous experience of professional service firms is key to procuring QS consultancy contract. Experience in managing the routine activities of the entire QS firm ensures effective delivery of services. The previous experiences of quantity surveyors provide capabilities for developing sustainable pricing strategies in uncertain business environment. The experience of firms is linked to entry into new markets and segments of services provision requiring strategic focus (Dimov and de Holan, 2010). Organizational experience enable QS firms to learn and improve their performance. Organizational learning is an integral part of organizational experience development as this enhances the experience of QS professionals. Organizational learning is fundamental to developing previous experience of firms through routine business management activities (Nelson and Winter, 1982). In a study focusing on UK construction engineering consultancy firms, Yisa and Edwards (2002) acknowledged the role of previous experience in performance assessment of construction consulting firms including individual professionals as a criteria for awarding new contracts. Thus, it is important to note that the previous experience of QS firms is an important factor in the development of sustainable pricing of QS services.

The client expects the professional service to be delivered within a specific duration. The issue of duration for the delivery of professional services in construction related projects is indicated in Farr and Fellow (2001) demonstrating the inverse relationship between billable time and rates for consultancy services. Changes in duration or billable time for construction professional services affect pricing variables such as cost, gross income, and volume of work. This makes the duration of professional services provision to clients by QS firms is an important variable to meet the expectations of the client. Developing competences to manage the time allocated for the delivery of professional QS consultancy services requires the professional management of project duration. Duration management techniques are therefore required in the pricing of professional QS services. The script theory has been used to developed techniques that manage events and time to the satisfaction of clients (Hubbert et al., 1995). The script theory technique has the potential of integrating pricing activities and experiences of QS professional consultants into knowledge structures that optimizes the memory of individual consultants. The scripts define client’s expectations leading to the evaluation of performances during services delivery (Mohr and Bitner, 1991). The strategic use of scripts transforms the intangible characteristics of services by delivering services within duration to meet client’s expectations. This would make the pricing of services justifiable and realistic to clients. Pricing scripts need to be organized hierarchically to achieve the major goals of pricing the services via the sub-goals or work packages of services pricing. Recently, the problem of hourly based pricing was apparently indicated in the work of Bos-de Vos et al. (2016, p. 1102) where a client refused to pay a professional fee of “150 Euros per hour” due to inadequate professional value perception and underestimation by the client. It is clear
that time-based pricing without significant consideration of perceived professional value by clients could lead to pricing failure. It is therefore necessary to combine time-based pricing of consulting QS services with the clients’ perceived value of the consultant quantity surveyor.

Business development is common in corporate organizations focusing on tangible products. However, QS consultancy firms have been lagging behind in business development. The lack of business development in construction-related firms like QS is indicative of their short life span as compared to manufacturing firms that survive over many decades. It is therefore necessary for QS professional services firms to undertake business development programs with emphasis on services pricing capability. The hypothesis testing in this study shows that business development is not dependent on the core professional competences for pricing QS consultancy services. Indeed, the core professional competences of QS consulting are related to the delivery of technical aspects of the project such as cost management. The professional core competences of QS are clearly indicated in RICS (2016), Cunningham (2014). The role of business development in competitive global business environment cannot be under estimated thus it is high time QS consultancy firms rethink their business development agenda.

**Professional Service cost management**

Professional service cost management is effective use of cost information obtained from budgetary planning and control throughout the four main phases of service cost management. The four phases include formulation of cost management strategies; communication of cost information to relevant units within the organization; and implementation, monitoring and evaluation of cost management strategies. Professional service cost management involves the planning and control of budgets of expenses during QS consultancy services provision to clients. Cost management is vital to QS services price formulation. In order to set a price QS professional service provision to clients, it is necessary to develop strategic competences. Strategic competences that must be developed include the time taken to solve problems (factor loading = 0.794); materials used on the project (factor loading = 0.653); good financial control system (factor loading = 0.805); record of past project cost (factor loading = 0.618); and accurate forecast of future cost (factor loading = 0.517). Professional QS consultancy firms that focus on the development of these strategic competences by training their employees in planning and work schedule management within available time allocated for the project will reduce the cost of providing services to clients. The management of consulting time allocated will create a domino effect on the amount of materials used for the delivery of services culminating into positive effect on the pricing of professional QS services. Similarly, the competence for the design of good financial control system leads to effective management of services cost. This creates the opportunity for low cost leadership for competitive advantage of QS consultancy firms. A good financial control system requires the availability of past records of services cost. For this to be achieved, it is necessary for QS consulting firms to develop the competences of their professionals to manage previous cost of services provided to clients.

**Service production capabilities**

Professional service delivery capabilities are the resources required by QS consultancy firms to provide services to clients efficiently. According to Jewell et al. (2014) professional service firms require technical skills to provide services to client. Competences cannot be developed without technical know-hows. It is in this direction that professional bodies and built environment educational institutions such as universities training in technical skills. Apparently missing in QS professional competence training, practice and theory is the integration of both strategic competences of and pricing of services. Technical competences supports provision of value-
based services to meet clients' expectations. A nexus between technical competence and financial capabilities drives the provision of value-based services to clients. Financial capability ensures prudent management of funds to create cost leadership for competitive pricing position. Within the ambit of both technical and financial capabilities, this study investigated production of timely reports (0.754); financial capacity (0.646); overhead and profit (0.755); and technical capacity (0.546). Technical competences are required to produce reports to the satisfaction of clients. These reports must not only be expertly produced but delivered to the client within the scheduled time agreed in the consultancy contract.

Financial management competence is an important aspect of business management to the extent that it requires the involvement of an entire staff to ensure the provision of quality services at reduced cost (Taylor and Hensy, 1990). Financial competences involve capabilities for developing and forecasting competitive overhead and profits. Effective monitoring and control of overheads is a critical factor of financial management in construction professional services firms for their survivability (Yisa and Edwards, 2002). Overhead and profits are key ingredients for setting the final price for QS consultancy services provided to clients. Financial competences are required for pricing construction professional services. Yisa and Edwards (2002) in a study found that small-sized consulting engineering firms in their financial management graded fee collection higher than cash flow monitoring. However, in competitive globalized business environment, it is important that a holistic strategic financial management is pursued in all sizes of professional services firms.

It is apparent from the discussions that interrelationships exist among the variables of the common factors: business management; services cost management; and service production capabilities. The respective variables of the three common factors or components are categorized into two main strategic streams: professional competence and business competence (Kubr, 2002) which are required to produce and deliver services to client. This phenomenon is demonstrated in Figure 1 which shows that firm experience; and duration to render service to client or timely production of reports plays a major role in both professional competence and business competence. Thus it is apparent to suggest that experience and time creates a nexus between professional competence and business competence of pricing consultant QS services (Table IV).

![Figure 1. A competence framework for strategic pricing of quantity surveying consultancy services](image-url)
Conclusion

This study sought to identify and establish the relationship between strategic competences and the pricing of professional QS consultancy services. The findings of the study uncovered key variables within the two main domains of strategic competences. These variables were also found to be significantly related to the pricing of professional QS consultancy services. It is obvious that the services sector globally is experiencing massive revolution and expansion. In view of the findings, it is suggested that strategic competences for pricing QS consultancy services are important variables for successful service delivery within value for money framework. This provides answers to nagging questions regarding the competitive pricing of professional QS professional services that create the willingness of clients to pay and competitive advantage for QS consultancy firms. While this study may not provide a conclusive answer to strategic pricing of QS professional services, it sets the platform for further studies to deepen, the theoretical and practical understanding of strategic pricing in QS profession which hitherto, has not been considered. These can be achieved by future studies focusing on the behavioral dimensions of pricing QS consultancy services. Also, in-depth studies in the future focusing on specific competences for time management in QS consultancy services delivery; strategic techniques for material and service cost management including a reappraisal of strategic competences for QS consulting services provision. Finally, it is recommended that QS professional bodies including policy makers and built environment educational administrators critically consider the managerial strategic competences during the design of curriculum, course materials and short courses for both professionals and students of higher institutions of learning.
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